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Welcome your new occifers!!!

From left to right: Mike Reed (Scrivener), Denise Whitney (Purser), Janine Weber (Wazoo), Bev
Blackwood (Member-At-Large (not pictured...unless that’s him in the jorts)), Phil Verdieck (Secondary)

This month’s issue featuring more
filler, less content...and you thought
Events
the previous Upcoming
• February 5 / First Sunday Officer Meeting & Pub
@ Sigma Brewing (3118 Harrisburg Blvd)
brewsletters • Visit
February 11 / Brew-in (Brewer(s) TBD) @ DeFalco’s
• February 17 / Club Meeting (Barleywine & Holiday
sucked
Brews) @ DeFalco’s
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Out (of) The Wazoo
Janine (J9) Weber, Grand Wazoo

Welcome Foam Rangers to the 2017 brewing year! The Foam Rangers
is a club that celebrates homebrewed beer and we learn about beer
styles by sampling many commercial beer examples too. As an obsessed
homebrewer for over 12 years now, I want to re-ignite the brewing passion
in our club because it seems many of us have become distracted by all
the new breweries and commercial beers in town. There is NOTHING like
drinking and sharing the results of your own creativity. No commercial
beer will give you the same sense of accomplishment and pleasure that a
well-made homebrew does. So what’s holding you back? Get out there and
BREW!
As your Wazoo (Wazina), I encourage all members new and old, beginners
and experienced, all-grain and extract to brew yer butts off this year.
Bring your brews to the meetings to get feedback. Then enter them in
competitions. We’ve gotten trounced by the Zealots too often in the last
few years. I challenge the Foam Rangers to re-take the Lone Star Circuit
trophy and once again stand on the top of the spent-grain pile of Texas
homebrewers!
Grab a buddy and brew. If you are planning a brew at your house, turn
it into a casual brew-in by posting an announcement on the Facebook
page as well as on the email list (cuz a bunch of us Luddites refuse to use
Facebook) so that new brewers can watch, learn and help out. Heck, you
could probably talk them into cleaning the kettle for you!
Make a Brew Team. With your brewing buddies you’ll discover you are
making a lot more beer. Team brewing is great because one guy will make
the starter, another gets the water ready, another grabs the ingredients and
it’s just easier and more fun. Also, everyone learns new tricks when they
brew side-by-side with someone else.
Brew mead, cider and Historical beers. These categories often have low numbers of entries, so your
chances of placing are higher – if your beverage is good. If you are still learning the fine points of
making a perfect cider or mead or historical beer, then you’ll be getting good feedback.
Enter competitions. Enter as an individual to have a chance to win medals, steins and prestige. Enter
both as a team and as an individual to increase your point-making opportunities.
Get creative. What I’ve learned in recent years is that unless you have a hopelessly screwed up
beer, you can often fix it. Blend it with another beer. Add flavoring. Add a bit of lactic acid. Increase
carbonation. You can re-open a keg and mess around with your beer (just remember to purge the
oxygen before closing it up again). You can even pull all the caps off a bottled batch, pour it into a
fermenter and dump some fresh yeast starter on it to get it to finish out properly. What I’m saying
is: Don’t give up! Never give up if there is still a chance to save the beer. There is no better learning
experience than fixing up a boring beer.
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This year I intend to increase the teaching/learning aspect of the meetings with short “sidebar”
gatherings where a more experienced brewer can give a demonstration of a technique or a
presentation about ingredients. If you have an idea about something you want to share or present, let
me know in advance and we’ll make it happen. As always, you can’t get feedback about your brewing
if you don’t bring your beer/mead/cider.
To end this rant…. Love DeFalco’s. Buy your stuff from DeFalco’s. Be nice to DeFalcoids. Scott and his
minions are always there for us and without DeFalco’s we probably wouldn’t exist.
Brew on, my brewing buddies! J9 Weber, 2017 Grand Wazoo of the Foam Rangers

2016 Waz ousted after
being found guilty of
cupping balls of man in
jorts...nobody surprised
Foam Ranger Officer
Meeting Minutes

January 8, 2017 (due to the First Sunday being New
Years Day)
Mike Reed, Scrivener
Ginger Man Pub 2:00 pm3:00 pm
First Meeting of the new officers including a very green
Scrivener

Robert Brown (Was Waz 2016)

In attendance:
Jnine Webber (Waz), Denise Whitney (Purser),
, Phil Verdieck (Secondary), Bev Blackwood II (At large
Board Member, alias Phantom, Guru) I’m sure he has many
more aliases, Luke Whitney (Brewsletter Urquell Editor),
Eric (a great food god)
Waz welcomed New Year, new officers and had discussion
around officer roles as well.

Mike Reed (Scrivener)

Money
• Began discussion around what kind of allowance we have
beer for the club meetings. Secondary spent 200 to 250
for January meeting but will reduce it for the next meeting.
Secondary will touch base with Paul Porter on last year’s
spending.
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• Waz approved ordering 100 badges
• There was more extensive discussion around job
responsibilities for Purser. Phantom commented that the as
far as money budgeting there was not much in the way of
expenses except for beer. Don’t have to budget the whole
year, the months to be concerned about are September to
November when we have a lot of money coming in and going
out
• Need to encourage members to pay dues.
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Brewsletter
• Limiting the number of issues printed will reduce the cost.
The idea to have people browse it during the meeting, but
if they want can read it in more detail they can do it online
(website, emailed copies or facebook) or by printing it out.
• Need more pictures. A picture is worth a thousand words.
Based on experience (smile) Eric vowed to take plenty. Need
to link names with faces. Waz suggested having pictures and
profiles on paper including what members like to brew and
keeping it in a book. At meetings members can match faces to names.
• Phantom volunteered to start a history column.
• Editor to send Brewsletter to Waz for printing
• Waz discussed deadlines for submitting officer’s submission to the Brewsletter. Deadlines are up to
the Editor who stated no later than Sunday before Club meeting.
Competition
• Some feedback from judges at one completion seemed shallow Phantom stated are required to give
good feedback but not required to use BJPC feed form. Waz stated good feedback is essential for
improvement.
• People can bring it to the meetings
to get feedback before entering it or
just wanting an opinion.
• Waz to check on bringing it
to Defalco’s. Rumor has it that
Defalcoids can be bribed with beer.
Plus it helps build relationships.
• Another way of getting help and
building relationships is though
Brew-ins. Come observe or bring
your own beer to brew. It’s a good
ways to get advice.
• There was also discussion about
co- brewing; getting people post
there brews with the possibility of others helping out. The phrase Brew Guru or Brew Mentors was
tossed about (Waz to work out details)
• Need to be more aggressive in entering competition. Need to remind people when competitions
are coming up so they can be ready. There was discussion around publishing a schedule of upcoming
competitions.
Dixie Cup
• It’s never too early to start planning for the Dixie Cup. If you are interested please contact the Waz.
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We need a Concept Coordinator and Head Stewart to start.
• Purser stated getting packets together for each role to help. Need to order ten extra shirts in each
major size to give to sponsors
Club Meetings
• Scrounge, Scrounge, Scrounge, Things needed for raffle. Scrounging is off this year. There are a lot
of new breweries around.
• Waz has a new T-shirt in the works she will pay for out of her own pocket that we can sell and raffle
off. Purser suggested making it in the style of this year’s Dixie Cup
• There was discussion about doing a pub crawl to San Antonio. There is a lot of things going on
there. We need to hit a few cool places along the way. With a little thought could be an awesome pub
crawl. Waz looking for some to work on it. Phantom had a lot of knowledge on how to set it up.
Food
• The Food God rotation worked well.
• Eric volunteered to do the food for this month’s meeting.

2016 Holiday Party @ Eureka Heights

Succesfully outed Waz’s
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Stouts

by Phil Verdieck (Secondary)
Good evening.
This month’s beer style is both Porter and Stouts.
As is commonly known, they both trace their
origins to Britian, where their history is intertwined
with each other. The first mention of porter and its
many varieties beckon back to the early 1700s. The
name “stout” as used for a dark beer is believed
to have come about because strong porters were
marketed under such names as Extra Porter,
Double Porter, and Stout Porter. The term Stout
Porter would later be shortened to just Stout. This
is apparently, quite wrong.
Archeologists have recently made discoveries that
cast serious doubt into the accepted origins of
stout. There is now a growing body of knowledge
that points to the Romans as the true originators
of the style. A recent digsite in Jeruselem has
discovered drawings depicting the Romans during their control of the area (Prefect of Judea). Carbon
dating has placed it at around the time of Christ.
In the first picture one can plainly see Roman troops consuming stout as they mock a local citizen.
The origin of the mockery is unknown, but what the Romans are imbibing is clearly stout.
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It has also been discovered that the Romans did not use cruxificion as a sole method of execution.
Evidence has been uncovered that they also used drowining in stout as well. This was apparently
implemented after learning that the natives were fond of fizzy yellow beer and were disgusted with
the thought of imbibing hearty dark ale. Depending upon the crime either form of capital punishment
was applied The Romans were well known to be cruel occupiers. Cruel ... but fair.

Last December one of the last of the Dead Sea Scrolls was meticulously pieced back together. It
depicts a scene from the siege of Masada. In the detailed artwork one can clearly see the Romans
using kegs of stout as a tool of bombardment. Associated text details how they would saturate an
area with the liquid, then allow it to ripen. The aroma would then dishearten the enemy and in many
cases would cause an ensuing surrender.

I hope you have enjoyed learning more about one of my favorite beer styles. Feel free to pass on this
knowledge and astound your friends!
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And now for a friendly reminder
from our purser...

PAY YOUR
FUCKING
DUES!!!
This Month in Foam Ranger History
Compiled by Bev Blackwood II

Five years ago – January 2012
In The Brewsletter: 2012 is heralded as the end times according
to the fabled Mayan calendar. (Apparently someone mis-read
the instructions, because here we are five years later… Whether
or not 2017 is the harbinger of the end times is beyond the scope
of this modest column. ) Competition coordinator David Rogers
talks about what led him to enter beers in the first place… Seems
it was novelty, not the fact he tended to win a lot. Secondary
Bev Blackwood talks about why commercial beers at a homebrew
meeting are not a sign of weakness and shares a couple of
recipes. Grand Wazoo Jaime Robles talks about having brewers
filling his barrel, introduces the new occifers and bemoans the
loss of our cherished Dixie Cup to the rabble from Austin. There
are asses galore in the photo section (actual photos of butts, not
just the usual collection of qualifying club members) and a recap
of the Christmas Party and first officer meeting of the year by
Jaim–B (AKA: Jaime Ortiz, the Scrivener)
At The Meeting: The first club meeting at the “new” DeFalco’s on
Stella Link, the style of the month was Porters and Stouts, served
by Secondary Bev Blackwood from the newfangled “beer cart”
which kept folks from having to congregate at one spot to enjoy
their beer samples. The pristine floor of DeFalco’s was blessed
by the occasional application of beer, ensuring the good fortune of the club’s new base of operations
and that we knew where to find the mop.
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Ten years ago – January 2007
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Other Events: The first brew-in at the “new”
DeFalco’s was held on a bright sunny Saturday.
Everyone enjoyed the outdoor patio behind the
shop and Grand Wazoo Jaime Robles had the
honor of being the first brewer to use the new
space.
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FR Dues To Increase To Build Wazidential Library

In This Issue:
(Now 25% Bigger)
Red kneck

2

Secondary-Stouts

3

Tipsy Kitchen

4

Scrivener Raps

5

By T-bob Daugherty
Less than a week after his term expired
as Grand Wazoo, Rob Kolacny broke
ground for the future Wazidential library
at Wharton County Junior College. The
three foot long shelf will be the complete
repository of the Red KneckÕs 365 glorious
days as Wazoo of the Foam Rangers. All
documents from KolacnyÕs term as Wazoo,
Secondary Fermenter and Dixie Cup Coordinator will be preserved for posterity. In
addition a special building will protect
from the elements his BUV (Brewing Utility Vehicle) and his garage. The cost of
the building will be covered by increasing
Foam Ranger dues to a modest $10,000
per year ($15,000 for family).

In The Brewsletter: Weighing in at an impressive
16 pages, the January Brewsletter was the first
“E-mail only” edition. The cover story detailed
the opening of the Red Kneck Wazidential library
Out (of) The Wazoo
January
outside the Waz-Waz’s hometown of Wharton.
By Grand
Meeting:
Incoming Grand Wazoo, Bob (Titanic Bob, TWazoo
Friday
Bob for short) Daugherty sets forth his agenda
for 2007, which revolves around more people
January
19th
brewing, more people judging, and the Foam
8:00 p.m.
Rangers winning the Bluebonnet Brew-Off AND
at DefalcoÕs
Dixie Cup again. Brewsletter Editor Emil Campos
captions the usual array of embarrassing photos
comic book style and also talks beer & food
pairings. Secondary Scott DeWalt talks porters and stouts, Scrivener Doak Procter fills us in on the
Christmas party at Saint Arnold and the occifers meeting at the Richmond Arms. Brad Petit talks new
beers being distributed into the Houston market. The Brett Ninja infiltrates a Carboy in John Burrow’s
cartoon.
F.R. Fotos

6-7

Beer on the Street

8

Pay Your Dues!

8

Burps & Farts

15

Rookie Brewsletter Editor Emil Campos
came up with the idea. He elaborated on
(Continued on Page 9)

ÒTitanicÓ Whaa
Bob Daugherty

Me as Grand Wazoo? Is this some kind
of Shakespearian tragedy or comedy or
even some kind of sci-fi story? All I can
say is that I never would have imagined it
eight years ago, when giving in to Steve
MooreÕs pleas; I attended my first Dixie
Cup. There I was introduced to barleywine
(Old FoghornÉBigfoot came later) and,
after having too much of it, Bev ÒSkirtboyÓ

Ground breaking ceremony of Kolacny
Wazidential library

Blackwood. I actually brought a book (on
the ÒChunnelÓ) to it to read because I did
not think I would have anything in common with what had to be Òbeer geeks.Ó I
could not have been more wrong! I now
consider the folks I have met not just Òbeer
friendsÓ but close friends. Much of my life
is now built around get togethers with you
folks and I am better for knowing you all.
The club has brought me many happy
memories (and many more which I WISH
I could remember). I thank you guys for
the trusting me to wear the Fez this year.
Now what do I plan to try to accomplish
during my Wazooship?

My first goal is to get more of our new
members brewing and semi-retired members brewing again. We have some great

(Continued on Page 11)

At The Meeting: Held at the old DeFalco’s on Stella Link, the meeting led off with a trial run of
a BJCP sponsored beer doctoring kit. The horror of A-B swill made even less appealing through
chemistry was thankfully erased by a wide range of homebrewed and commercial porters and stouts.
KGB Czar Ed Moore apparently held many lucky tickets at the raffle, or perhaps had simply bribed the
Sly Bastards. Chef Emil brought homemade truffles to pair with the beers and Reena Patel provided
a range of tasty eats. Wazoo T-Bob urged everyone to enter the Bluebonnet Brew off and to plan to
attend the Backwood Brewers campout in March.
Other Events: None noted.
Fifteen years ago – January 2002
In The Brewsletter: Surprise, surprise! Secondary Kuyler Doyle writes about Porters and Stouts while
new Grand Wazoo, Jimmy “play Stairway” Paige is far more sober in his outlining of a new year’s
club agenda, which includes a host of Brew-ins. Waz-Waz Bev Blackwood is accused of removing all
the stairways in the Waz House, much to the consternation of the new Wazoo, who sets about the
redecoration by removing the “life-sized replica of Michelangelo’s David with Bev Blackwood’s head.”
Somebody was apparently full of themselves! Competition Coordinator Bev Blackwood advocates
the destruction of Dallas (admit it, nobody would miss it…) and increased participation of the Foam
Rangers in MCAB competitions. Drunk Ra makes predictions for the year ahead, many of which
proved to be true, although I’m sure Emma Birdwell is grateful she wasn’t named Condoleeza.
At The Meeting: The hated practice of serving beer from behind the counter at the old DeFalco’s
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was established. May it never be done again.
Many stouts and porters were consumed, Wazoo
Jimmy and Purser Ron made members pay their
f*cking dues.
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This Is Not Your Father’s

The Official Organ Of The Houston Foam Rangers Homebrew Club

Other Events: In addition to the regular monthly
club brew-in by Joe Lindsey at DeFalco’s on
the 12th, there were open invitations to brewins at Joe Lindsey’s on January 6th and 23rd, Jim
Youngmeyer’s on January 12th and Bill Widger’s
on the 20th. What a great idea!
Twenty years ago – January 1997 (Thanks
Sean!)

2
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3
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6
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Fez, Nuclear Codes Passed to Jimmy Paige

By Scoop Moore
HOUSTON—On December 9,
at the Homebrewers’ Christmas
Party, Jimmy Page was inaugurated as Grand Wazoo of the
Foam Rangers. Paige recited
the Oath of Wazness in a solemn ceremony administered by
Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia. This marked the end of a
controversial election cycle,
which, to some, cast doubts on
the legitimacy of the Foam
Rangers electoral process. In a
speech following the inauguration Paige called for solidarity
and more St. Arnold Christmas
Ale. Scalia was last seen heading to the Gingerman with the
Sly Bastards.

On election night, Florida was
initially counted for Mr. Paige’s
opponent by CNN, but the news
network quickly reversed itself.
With the election a statistical
dead heat, Paige’s staff and
various news and citizens
groups scrutinized the election
procedures. One group in Palm
Beach sued the Foam Rangers,
claiming that an unusual
“Butterfly Bottle Capper Ballot”
had befuddled the more inebriated voters, leading to an inaccurate tally. All of this was particularly confusing to the voting
public because Paige ran unopposed and there are no Foam
Rangers members in Florida.
Earlier in December, the Paiges

Out Of The Wazoo
By Jimmy Paige, Grand Wazoo

January
Meeting
Friday,
January 18
8 P.M

Vol.

!
NEW
AndOVED
R
IM P

New Grand Wazoo Inaugurated

In This Issue
Meeting
Minutes
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January 2002

A

s you now read this newsletter you are not mistaken.
It is the Brewsletter Urquell and
not the Onion Press. I want to
thank Sean Lamb
and Steve Moore
for taking over the
newsletter duties
and giving Dave
Cato a much deserved break. It
will be a very interesting
year
seeing what those two rogues
will think up next. If you happen
to irritate them you may find
yourself the subject of one of
their feature articles. I would not
be surprised to see myself distorted in some way already by
their bizarre Bigfoot induced
journalism.

continued support of the Houston homebrew community.
Please pick up a six pack of
Saint Arnold beer especially
this month's style: Stout. You
will not only make Brock happy
but those Sly Bastards too,
whatever their names are this
week, Chuck, Michael Fitzpatrick, or Harry whatumacallit.

began the arduous task of moving into the Waz House. This
was made more difficult because mischievous staffers from
the departing Blackwood administration had removed all the
stairways from the building. Nevertheless the new Wazoo and
family have settled in and Mrs.
Paige has begun putting her
unique imprint on the historic
residence. Sources close to the
First Wazoo Lady have indicated
that she intends to remove the
life-sized replica of Michelangelo’s David with Bev Blackwood’s head on it and remodel
the room that reproduces Elvis
Presley’s “Jungle Room” from
Graceland .
treasures in their cross country
travels to share with everyone at
future meetings.
I guess as Wazoo I am supposed to have these grandiose
ideas for the direction the club
should move. I do not pretend to
have all the answers and I welcome input from everyone, after
all it is "our club". There is nothing like synergy and brainstorming as two brains are better than
one "most of the time". Exceptions to this rule are after pub
crawls and our

Membership
In The Brewsletter: Mr. Mike Gans wrote a letter
Dues Are Due
NOW!
to the BU editor regarding a story published in
See Ron Solis
To Make Your
Payment
the Southwest Brewing News and stating how
Keep The
he was “inflamed” and complaining about being
Brewsletter
Urquell Coming
to Your
asked by someone “down there known as the
Mailbox!
Stupid Toad” asking him if his beer sucked and
stating that it was requirement for Foam Ranger
membership. David Odom (Brewsletter Editor?) replied, disagreeing with Mr. Gans’ statement that
“It seems that the Foam Rangers don’t give a shit”. Steve Moore called for involvement in a “Foam
Improvement” special interest group to start meeting at his house to work out the kinks in their
brewing. A whole page of the BU was devoted to listing the beers either on tap at the 8 brewpubs and
available from St. Arnolds.
I hope everyone had a safe and
hangover free Christmas and
New Year. We had a wonderful
Christmas party at Saint Arnold's on December 9th. Many
thanks to Brock Wagner for his

Despite what Steve Moore says,
I am a homebrewer and not a
guitarist playing alongside
Robert, John Paul, and Bonzo.
Yes, I am a Yankee from Portland, Maine via the Coast
Guard, but I got to Texas as
soon as I could. I look forward
to being Grand Wazoo this year,
although the Secondary habits
are hard to shake. I always feel
the urge to check out every
Spec's liquor store I may drive
by. I guess I'll always be in
search of that elusive brew. I'll
leave the grunt work to Kuyler
and Kari Doyle our new Secondary couple. I know they have
already harvested some beer

Belgian beer tasting in March. I
welcome your comments via
email or phone and I especially
want to talk with you and drink
your homebrews at our meetings.
My goals, which I hope you
share, are simple. First, continue
to educate new as well as seasoned homebrewers through
meetings, newsletters, brew-ins
and any other way possible.
Participation is needed: you will
get more from the club if you
(Continued on page 2)

At The Meeting: The meeting was held at St. Arnold brewery on Saturday, the 25th. Somehow Steve
Moore was elected Grand Wazoo, Steve Capo was elected Secondary Fermenter, Andy Thomas
became Scrivener and Tom Witanek became Purser. The beer of the month was Barleywine, with a
sample of a test batch provided by Mr. Brock Wagner.
Other Events: The Foam Rangers web site was updated by “Duke of URL” Beto Zuniga. The Foam
Improvement meeting was held on the 1st of Febrewary, so no other events were noted.
Twenty Five years ago – January 1992 (Thanks Sean!)
In The Brewsletter: The January Brewsletter was a total mess, with strange page numbering and
other oddities. Someone contributed label artwork, ”Brother Swaggart’s Cruisin’ Cream Ale
(I Don’t Like to Drink it, I just Like to Watch)”. A strange numbered “Beer in Review” article wound
through the BU listing the answers to questions posed earlier in the year, ”3. What’s the worst beer
you’ve had this year?” with responses like “Chris Todd’s Lactic Disaster” and “Dead Cat Alley Lager
from L.A.”
At The Meeting: Was held at Local’s bar at 3016 White Oak Dr. in the Heights. Elections were held—
and Lou Carranante was re-elected as Grand Wazoo, Sean Markham and Tom Witanek became coSecondaries, Dave Diehl was elected Scrivener. Dean Doba’s IPA was voted to go to the AHA “Hale to
Ale” Club competition.
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Other Events: No other events noted.
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Thirty years ago – January 1987
In The Brewsletter: A combined December / January Brewsletter finds the club mourning the loss
of the Grand Wazoo as Andy Bradley moved to Bryan -College Station, land of the club’s archrivals,
the Malthoppers. Thus left more rudderless than usual, the Brewsletter suggested that maybe there
should be some club By-laws or something to ensure an orderly transfer of power. Dr. Strangebrew
gives a lesson in yeast culturing that’s as useful today as the day it was written.
At The Meeting: Elections were held, and a previously unknown Grand Wazoo was elected. Jacques
Lord became the most powerful man in homebrewing after the absent Brad Kraus’ significant other
made it known he had no interest in serving, should he be elected. Scott Birdwell became Secondary
Fermenter, Buck Wyckhoff was Head Bozo In Charge of Special Events and Norm Malone was Purser/
Scrivener. Dues were raised to a whopping $10.00 for students and $12.00 for the rest of us. A couple
of potential club activities were floated, including an outing to the Astros and chartering a bus to
attend the Southeast Homebrewers Conference and Competition in New Orleans. Porter was the
style of the month, and a whopping five examples were offered up for sampling. As “Are You Drinkin’
With Me Jesus” hadn’t been written yet, the evening ended with club members singing Frank Zappa
tunes with the newly elected Grand Wazoo.
Other Events: None noted.
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I want to be somebody in particular!
20
Sign me up to become a member of
14
17
The Foam Rangers Homebrew Club!
Name(s)
Address
City/State/Zip
Member E-mail
2nd Member E-mail
Phone
New
Renewal
Change of Address
Amount Paid
Membership Renewal: $35.00 Individual / $45.00 Family (Member +1)
Paid between October 31 and December 31

$30.00 / $40.00 (Pay early and save!)

New Member Fees: (per year)
Paid between January 1 & June30
Paid between July 1 & October 31

$35.00 / $45.00
$25.00 / $35.00 (Includes Dixie Cup!)

Please make checks payable to: The Foam Rangers
Bring this form (and your payment) to the next club meeting, drop it off at DeFalco’s or send it to:
Detach & Keep!

Detach & Keep!

Detach & Keep!

Detach & Keep!

Detach & Keep!

Welcome to the Foam Rangers! Now get connected!

We have two E-mail lists:
The Foam Rangers Discussion List & the Foam Rangers Announce List.
What’s the difference?
The Foam Rangers Discussion list is where people can interact and reply to the posts of other
Foam Ranger list members. The Foam Rangers Announce list is where the Grand Wazoo posts
club announcements and is not a discussion list. Anything posted to the Announce list will also be
posted to the Discussion list, so you don’t have to subscribe to both.
To subscribe to the Discussion list, send an e-mail to:

foam-rangers-join@foamrangers.com
To subscribe to the Announcement list, send an e-mail to:

The Foam Rangers
@FoamRangers

foam-rangers-announce-join@foamrangers.com
<RXZLOOUHFHLYHDUHSO\IURPWKHVHUYHUZLWKLQVWUXFWLRQVIRUFRQ¿UPLQJ\RXUVXEVFULSWLRQ)ROORZWKH
instructions to complete the subscription process.
Once you have successfully subscribed, you will receive a reply with the list guidelines as well as
instructions for unsubscribing.

